**Line Output Power Transformer**

- **Input Impedance 1-6 (3-4 load 60Ω)**
- **Output Impedance(Zo) 3-4 (shorted 1-6)**
- **Frequency 1KHz/1V**
- **DCR 1-6 and 3-4 (58Ω @ 20%)**
- **Turns Ratio 1-6/3-1 1:1**
- **Hi-Pot Test 250V**

**MECHANICAL**

**DIMENSION: UNIT: inch**

**MARKING:** Allied AEI35-3883 XXXX

**WINDING:**

**NOTE:**
1. PIN 1 DOT (BLACK).
2. PIN 1~6 BOTTOM SIDE DOT (RED LINE).
3. CORE ADD BAND.